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Visit the Roland website 

to interactively customize 

a music-production system 

that best fits your needs.
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Bring more music into your life.
Roland invites everyone to experience the joy of making music.
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in part, and distribute, sell, lease, perform, or broadcast it without the permission of the copyright owner. Do not use this product for purposes that could infringe on a copyright held by a third party. We assume no 

responsibility whatsoever with regard to any infringements of third-party copyrights arising through your use of this product. 



Experience the joy of crafting your own music.
Share your creativity with friends, family, and fans.

With its synergy of world-leading hardware and software technologies, 

the "Roland Media Production System” provides a total solution for musicians who 

seek reliable production gear that sounds great and inspires creativity.

02 03

Select the music production system 
that best fits your needs.

Produce original music and share it with the world. Are you ready to take your creativity to a new level?

Roland gear is the foundation on which to make your own music, no matter your skill level or stylistic preference. 

Express yourself, unlock your creativity, and make your musical dreams come true with Roland!

System.01
MOBILE P.04

Music production 

for people on the move

System.02
PERSONAL STUDIO P.08

Comprehensive 

creativity for the home

System.03
PROFESSIONAL P.12

For those who demand 

the highest quality
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The MOBILE System enables music production for musicians in any location. 

Simply install the included software on your PC, connect the audio interface, and the system is ready!

The software contains a wealth of loop material, 

including audio phrases of drums, basses, synthesizers, guitars, and more.

Combine loop material with recorded parts to quickly make high-quality demos and completed tracks.

A studio that can be carried in a backpack, the MOBILE System is built to travel — 

from the rehearsal studio to the stage to the street. 

01 System.01  MOBILE
>>> DAW Software SONAR X2 ESSENTIAL  >>> Audio Interface DUO-CAPTURE EX

MOBILE system — convenient, compact, and easy to use
HOW TO USE

For music production focused 

on guitar and vocals

For creating demos using 

the included backing tracks

For mobile music production 

in any location
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USB Audio Interface

DUO-CAPTURE EX is an ideal unit for first-timers and pros alike.

Its distinctive features include the  VS PREAMP (which translates the 

sound from microphones cleanly and clearly) and its multi-platform 

compatibility with Mac, PC, and iPad.

Housed in a compact, road-tough metal case, with power supplied 

via one USB-cable (or also operable via batteries and optional AC 

adaptor), DUO-CAPTURE EX lets you produce music conveniently 

anytime, anywhere.

Powerful tools for today's musician.

The DUO-CAPTURE EX audio interface offers multi-platform 

compatibility, including with Apple’s iPad*.

By integrating DUO-CAPTURE EX with a wide variety of 

music-production applications available on the iPad, you 

can enjoy audio editing, recording, and remixing at any time, 

anywhere you like. Turn your musical ideas into reality the 

moment inspiration strikes.
* Apple iPad Camera Connection Kit is required for use with the iPad; 
  must be powered by batteries or AC adapter when used with the iPad. 

The application that visualizes sound 

for intuitive control.

Enjoy recording and remixing with iPad apps.Start recording your music.

>>> DAW software

>>> Audio Interface

G-5*1

PC

RH-A7*2

DUO-CAPTURE EX

2 Audio
In/Out 1 MIDI

In/Out

System.01
MOBILE 
Overview

SONAR X2 Essential has all fundamental tools for modern music 

creation, and features an intuitive interface with drag and drop operation.

Start creating original music immediately with 64 tracks, hundreds of 

sounds, and a wide variety of onboard plug-in effects. Process and mix 

loops and recordings to shape your own unique musical creations.

for Windows

for Windows / Mac / iPad

Audio

USB

*2  RH-A7 professional headphones — 
     features open-air construction

*1  G-5 Stratocaster — 
     fuses the best of electric and acoustic guitar  

for iPad
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02 System.02  PERSONAL STUDIO 
>>> DAW Software SONAR X2 STUDIO  >>> Audio Interface QUAD-CAPTURE

>>> MIDI Keyboard Controller A-49  >>> Sound Module Mobile Studio Canvas 

Create professional music in the comfort and privacy of your own PERSONAL STUDIO.

Record vocals and instruments with pristine quality 

thanks to high-performance mic preamps and auto-level adjustment.

Shape the sound and alter the pitch and time of vocals 

and other instruments with powerful editing tools and plug-ins.

With a connected MIDI keyboard, you can experience seamless, 

low-latency computer integration, so you can express yourself freely and naturally.

PERSONAL STUDIO system — provides total creativity at home
HOW TO USE

Create original music with

included sounds and live input

Vocal recording and processing 

with real-time control

Mixing power with unlimited 

channels, buses, and effects
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USB2.0 Audio Interface

MIDI Keyboard Controller

Sound Module

1,125 GM2/GS/SD-50 Solo Tones 
and 32 drum sets

Mobile Studio 
Canvas

CM-110*1

CM-110*1

DR-80C*2

A-49

PC

Advanced Music Creation Software.
>>> DAW software

>>> Audio Interface

SONAR X2 Studio has a complete set of mixing and editing tools along 

with thousands of inspiring sounds, dozens of effects, and unlimited 

tracks. Program beats, trigger loops and phrases, manipulate the pitch 

and time of recordings and create layered, complex mixes.

Endless sonic possibilities and cutting-edge features spark your 

creativity and fully capture your musical ideas.

High-performance yet compact.
QUAD-CAPTURE can automatically assist your recording setups. 

Simply activate the AUTO-SENS feature, play your connected 

instruments, and QUAD-CAPTURE will instantly set the ideal recording 

level for each input.

Two high-quality VS PREAMPs are built in, and a variety of input types are 

supported. Thanks to our unique VS STREAMING low-latency technology, 

you can record more comfortably and naturally than ever before.

If you don't want to sound like everyone else, you can create your 

own phrases from scratch using a MIDI sound module. With Roland’s 

A-49 MIDI keyboard connected to the Mobile Studio Canvas, you can 

enjoy latency-free performance and superior stability without the CPU 

burden associated with soft synths.

Premium performance and superior stability.
>>> MIDI Keyboard Controller & Sound Module

QUAD-CAPTURE

4 Audio
In/Out 1 MIDI

In/Out

System.02
PERSONAL STUDIO 
Overview

for Windows

for Windows / Mac 

for Windows / Mac / iPad

for Windows / Mac 

Mobile 
Studio Canvas

Audio

MIDI

USB

*2  DR-80C condenser mic — 
     captures the true expression and dynamics of the voice

*1  CM-110 package — 
     contains two satellite speakers and a subwoofer
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03

The PROFESSIONAL System is designed for those who demand premium sound quality.

Record a full drum kit or live band with the system’s multi-channel inputs.

Tap into a world of stunning sounds quickly and easily from the fully stocked Roland library.

The MIDI controller with piano-keyboard action lets you take full advantage of the high-quality sound source.

Provoke your inspiration, and inspire your creativity.

The PROFESSIONAL System combines high-level recording, editing, and mixing — 

as well as the revolutionary Motional Surround technology — in one convenient package.

System.03  PROFESSIONAL
>>> DAW Software SONAR X2 PRODUCER  >>> SuperNATURAL Sound Module INTEGRA-7

>>> Audio Interface OCTA-CAPTURE  >>> MIDI Keyboard Controller A-88

PROFESSIONAL system — the highest quality for demanding pros
HOW TO USE

Multi-channel 

simultaneous recording

Mastering with 

professional studio quality

Surround mix capability 

for audio and video production
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INTEGRA-7

OCTA-CAPTURE*1

CM-220*2

CM-220*2

A-88

PC

SONAR X2 Producer, the flagship of the SONAR series, encompasses every 

element of the music-production process and lets you move seamlessly 

between the elements. Fluidly navigate from recording to editing to mixing 

and mastering. With Roland’s groundbreaking R-MIX engine built in, you 

can remove, extract, and apply effects to the individual instruments within 

a stereo mix — a dream come true for deconstructing and manipulating 

stereo mixes after the fact. Innovative and inspiring, SONAR X2 Producer 

takes you from concept to completion with power, speed, and ease. 

Fully equipped for professional music production.
>>> DAW software

Powerhouse rack for fast, fluid workflow.
>>> Sound Module

The controller that speaks SuperNATURAL and plays like a Grand.
>>> MIDI Keyboard Controller

The A-88 sets a new standard for portable MIDI controllers with its Ivory 

Feel-G keyboard, featuring 88 weighted hammer-action keys that deliver 

luxurious grand-piano touch and musical expressiveness. If you’re driving 

SuperNATURAL instruments such as the INTEGRA-7 sound module, you 

can map the A-88’s controllers instantly via the SuperNATURAL button.

The new INTEGRA-7 provides a gold mine of SuperNATURAL sounds 

in a fully stocked module with over 6,000 sounds ready to go. The 

dedicated hardware sound engine and internal effects processor 

reduce the load on your computer's CPU and increase performance 

stability. It also introduces Motional Surround, an ambience engine 

that lets you graphically control the distance and position of each part 

within a 360-degree sound field. The INTEGRA-7 offers a smooth, 

consistent music production environment for any style of music.

MIDI Keyboard Controller

SuperNATURAL Sound Module

High-quality audio interface with multiple inputs.
>>> Audio Interface

OCTA-CAPTURE’s eight high-quality VS PREAMPs and 

low-latency VS STREAMING lets you simultaneously record 

multiple instruments or a live band. 

USB2.0 Audio Interface

10 Audio
In/Out 1 MIDI

In/Out

System.03
PROFESSIONAL
Overview

for Windows

for Windows / Mac 

for Windows / Mac / iPad

for Windows / Mac 

The “INTEGRA-7 Editor for iPad” 

(free download from App Store) 

provides graphical control of the 

INTEGRA-7 via the iPad.

Create and edit sounds with 
the custom iPad editor app.

Audio

MIDI

USB

*2  The CM-220 package contains two satellite speakers 
     and a subwoofer.

*1  External microphones and/or instruments (not pictured) 
     would connect to OCTA-CAPTURE in this setup.
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